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One of the most prominent issues for modern country is to have impact on international 

phenomena.  With this respect, a topic of international holdings taxation gained in its importance.  

In particular, the focus is on international tax avoidance which is highly complex and multipronged 

tax issue. It involves the relations between international holdings and countries where these 

holdings perform their economic activity. Moreover, it involves relations between countries that 

may create tax competition between them in specific circumstances.  

The importance of international tax avoidance issue is raised in consideration to globalization 

while the role of countries is gradually devaluated. Countries as the main stakeholders 

in international affairs bear the responsibility for setting international legal formulas for solving 

problems created in course of globalization. These circumstances reveal the weakening role 

of individual countries on international arena. Equally, the impact from international institutions 

on coordination of contradictory goals is insufficient. In consequence, there is a need for 

developing integrated activity between countries.  

Initiatives for policy integration between countries are at the beginning phase. One of the main 

threshold for further integration could be the asymmetry of change of different aspects of socio-

economic life. This kind of asymmetry is clearly visible between individual country and 

international holding.  Free movement of capital allowed international holdings to conduct the 

economic activity in many countries. According to theory of international holdings, one of the 

greatest reasons for creating international holding is to use the discrepancies in global economy, 

which reveal the decreasing role of countries in international environment.  

The importance of this issue should be highlighted due to growing dominance of international 

holdings towards individual countries. A reason for such domination can be high level 

of integration and synergy of economic activity in global scale and easiness to transfer income 

from one country to another irrespective of place where value was created. This creates difficulties 

in fair share of tax income between countries. Tax policy of individual country generally 

is established in result of individual sovereignty of individual country to impose taxes. When 

harmonization of international holdings income taxation between countries is not completed, 

separate tax regulations implemented by individual countries allow tax avoidance. This situation 

is used by some of international holdings through diversified and advanced tax strategies.  
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Indicated issues became the reason for embarking on the analyses of the effectiveness of anti-

avoidance tax policy. Development of researches in scope of public policy science rise feasibility 

for evaluation of public policy results and impact. With respect to scale of international tax 

avoidance it is crucial to evaluate the policy against the negative practice. It is important to identify 

tendency of international holdings in creating tax strategies as a consequence of changes 

introduced by governments in policy against tax avoidance.  

Thus the title of dissertation was formulated as: effectiveness of anti-avoidance tax policy 

in relation to changes of tax strategies applied by international holdings. The review of literature 

disclosed that the issue wasn’t yet captured from this perspective.   

A few reasons were critical for the title selection. First of all, this formulation of the title allows 

to indicate different assessment criteria of effectiveness of anti-avoidance tax policy. Such criteria 

will be formulated based on different tendencies towards changes of tax strategy by international 

holdings. They can hybridize tax strategy or withdraw from it. The effectiveness of tax policy 

against tax avoidance in Poland will be evaluated through observation of tendencies for change 

of tax strategy by international holdings. This evaluation should provide the improvement 

in effectiveness of accessible measures against tax avoidance.  

Secondly, tax avoidance can be seen from domestic angle as well as international one. Analyses 

of international holdings behavior provide international perspective. It raise the opportunity 

to broadly analyze particular tools used for tax avoidance, including transfer pricing. International 

holdings use these tools mostly in cross boarder situations. Tax strategies employing transfer 

pricing solutions are the most complex and advanced forms of avoiding taxation. These strategies 

allow for uncontrolled shift of income between associated companies, including those seated 

in countries with beneficial tax regime.  

Thirdly, selection of the title allows to review practice of international tax avoidance in Poland. 

The research concerns the impact of anti-avoidance tax policy introduced in Poland on tax 

strategies embarked by international holdings for their activity in Poland. The consequences 

of international tax avoidance are significant for countries like Poland. Despite this the issue was 

not yet analyzed in comparable scope. The political and economic transition in Poland and aligning 

with European structures are already finished.  The profile of Polish economy has changed. Poland 

gradually departures from cost effective contract production provider to more technology driven 
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economy. This increases the value of mobile intangible assets and growing access of highly 

specialized services with high margin. Poland recorded significant losses in corporate income tax 

due to international tax avoidance. This argument justify to narrow the scope of international tax 

avoidance impact only to Polish territory.  

The selection of the title determined the research purposes. The most important is to indicate 

relation between specific tendencies in implementing changes into tax strategies as a result of the 

changes in tax policy against tax avoidance. This purpose is aimed to indicate the core of tax policy 

as well as to analyze behavior of international holdings implementing the change in their tax 

strategy. The analyses are made in the context of growing tax competition between countries. 

Countries compete through taxes for investment capital. Thus the scope of analyses includes 

relations between countries and international holdings as well as relations only between countries.  

Next research purpose cover feasibility study to improve effectiveness of some tools set against 

tax avoidance by country specific policy integration. This also includes making agreements 

between countries and international holdings.  

Another research purpose is to analyze the issue of tax avoidance through implementation 

of transfer pricing tools. This issue was covered by analyses of tax strategies used by international 

holdings. It includes analyses of international holdings behavior implementing tax strategies. This 

tendencies were compared with the effectiveness of tax policy against tax avoidance. Transfer 

pricing is the most frequently used tool to improve tax strategy for tax avoidance purpose. It is 

highly sophisticated tax issue. The analyses of transfer pricing require the holistic approach 

to relevant financial and commercial relations between related entities in international holding. 

These member entities may impose conditions that allow through transfer prices to shift tax income 

to preferable location. OECD countries agreed to use international standard arm’s length to avoid 

shifting the income between them. This standard is designed to split the right between countries 

to tax proper income realized by associated companies. The split is under assumption that 

associated entities forming international holding should be treated for tax purposes as separate 

entities. This dissertation identifies the main tax strategies that allows using transfer pricing tools 

in Poland.   

Structure and content of dissertation is aligned with abovementioned research purposes. 

Dissertation is divided into introduction, four chapters and conclusions. Every chapter is finished 
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with it’s summary that cover partial conclusions. The final conclusions are based on partial 

conclusions given in every chapter.  

First chapter is focused on country position in context of tax avoidance issue. Contemporary 

countries interact with international holdings through tax policy. Income taxes set by different 

countries crate a network of relations that influence holding’s decisions. It was indicated which 

aspects of taxation play major role with respect to holdings’ behavior. This analyze is auxiliary to 

tax avoidance issue raised in this chapter. Tax avoidance issue is analyzed from many angles 

including limitations of contemporary countries in respect to international holdings. It was also 

indicated that transfer prices for tax avoidance should be analyzed from broader international 

context and free capital movement. It is to place transfer pricing issues into academic achievements 

and create theoretical basis for further analyses on transfer pricing taken in following chapters.  

In second chapter, the main focus is on tax anti-avoidance measures implemented by countries. 

The anti-avoidance tax policy was placed in country policy structure. Due to international scope 

of tax avoidance, it was assessed how effective countries are with respect to international 

cooperation between them. Cooperation was analyzed with the focus on transfer pricing.  

The main area of analyses anti-avoidance tax policy was focused on implementing transfer prices 

in shifting income between countries. Analyses of transfer pricing policy reveals its complex 

nature both in domestic and international aspects. Some critical assessments were made with 

respect to this policy and international standards implemented to this policy.   

Third chapter covers a critical assessment of measures implemented in Polish tax anti-avoidance 

policy against making use of transfer pricing. These analyses were taken based on two examples 

of tax strategies. It includes also an authorized approach to define the boarders of using transfer 

pricing regulations in Poland.  

The fourth chapter includes the analyses of international holdings behavior in reaction to different 

actions taken through tax policy on transfer pricing issues. It allowed to recognize the general 

tendencies to change tax strategy in respect of tax policy against tax avoidance. The theory 

of games was used in this analyses. Games were chosen to improve analyses of relations between 

countries and international holdings. To strengthen analyses on effectiveness of tax policy against 

tax avoidance, additional authorized model was taken to prove the degree of policy influence 
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on the tendency for a strategy change by international holdings. The level of effectiveness of some 

policy measures like advanced pricing agreements was analyzed.  

Taken into consideration the main research purposes, a general thesis and three auxiliary thesis 

were formulated. All of them are mutually complementary. The general research thesis states that 

tax strategy tendencies by international holdings depend on the effectiveness of anti-avoidance tax 

policy.   

To confirm the general thesis, three auxiliary thesis were formulated. First one states that 

improvement of the effectiveness of some tax anti-avoidance measures is possible due 

to integration of tax policies of member countries in EU. Second thesis states that only chosen tax 

policy against tax avoidance may trigger (against itself) the tendency among international holdings 

for further tax strategy hybridization. Third thesis states that withdrawal from tax strategy 

introduced by international holding can result from lack of feasibility to assess tax incentives from 

presumed tax policy.  

The main conclusion proved in dissertation is that tendencies for hybridization of tax avoidance 

tools or for withdrawal from some of them depend on the effectiveness of anti-avoidance tax 

policy.  

This general conclusion is supplemented by following partial conclusions: 

 international holdings make changes into their tax strategies (i.e. by hybridization or partial 

withdrawal) in consideration to changes introduced by government to the policy against tax 

avoidance; 

 non of rationally behaving international holding would make a decision to withdraw from 

implemented tax strategy when competing with other holdings in the same territory; 

 international holding may partially withdraw from implemented tax strategy when having 

difficulties in appropriate assessment of tax incentives from newly introduced tax policy; 

 the scope of hybridization as well as partial withdrawal from tax strategies depend 

on whether tax policy against tax avoidance is assessed as restricted or liberal; 

 international holdings will further hybridize tax strategies in response to strengthening tax 

policy against tax avoidance introduced by individual countries; 
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 international holdings will hybridize their tax strategies by using increasingly complex tax 

avoidance tools in result of changes to tax policy made by individual countries that 

negatively influence the capital taxation; 

 non synchronized tax policy among individual countries providing suboptimal taxation 

of capital in long term will create and deepen further hybridization of tax strategies; 

 contemporary countries and international holdings adjust to each other thus tax strategies 

can be seen both as reason as well as result of tax policy against tax avoidance introduced 

by individual country; 

 withdrawal from implemented tax strategy employing transfer pricing by international 

holding is dominated strategy thus it will never be chosen by holding even if country do not 

execute tax law fully.  

Partial conclusions where developed from twenty four detailed conclusions taken from analyses 

in chapter one to four. They can be summarized as follows. 

1. The effectiveness of tax policy against tax avoidance should be analyzed from the 

perspective of relations between country and international holding. In constantly changing 

environment, holdings have to make decisions permanently. Thus tax strategies beside their 

long term nature have to be dynamic. Holdings may choose between withdrawal from tax 

strategy and its further hybridization. Beside country, other holdings are relevant in the 

decision making process.  Holdings make their decisions individually and independently 

from other stakeholders. Thus game theory can be well implemented to this process. In non-

cooperative games, the decisions are made in uncertain conditions, without complete 

knowledge of future decisions taken by other players. Non-cooperative games are well 

design to reveal relations between countries and holdings, specifically in area of tax 

avoidance. The results of chosen games were valuable and proved the reasonability 

to continue analyses against tax avoidance by usage of game theory. 

2. Preliminary game was set between international holdings competing in the same territory 

and between international holding and country where holding performs its economic activity.  

In first case, results revealed that change in tax regulations will have an impact on further 

hybridization of tax strategy implemented by rationally behaving holdings. If no rigorous 

norms for cooperation were implemented, non of rationally behaving international holding 
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would withdraw from implemented tax strategy when competing with other holding in the 

same territory. The decision to withdraw from implemented tax strategy is dominated 

strategy. Thus, it will never be chosen by rationally behaving holding, even when country 

do not execute tax law. In second case, analyzes of rational behavior between country and 

international holding reveal that the best response will be when country will execute the law, 

and holding will chose tax strategy hybridization. Such strategy will have biggest payout for 

holding. Hybridization of tax strategy is possible by implementation of transfer pricing 

elements.   

3. Execution of tax law concerning transfer pricing involves incurring substantial costs 

by country. Country may only audit identified entities and check transfer prices in chosen 

transactions. This kind of execution may bring payout for country, the choice of audit should 

be based on effectiveness account. The “cherry picking” tax audits focused on transfer 

pricing may result in partial withdrawal by international holding from using transfer prices 

in tax avoidance. However, complete and holistic verification of transfer prices by tax 

authorities is impossible due to asymmetry of information. 

4. Improving tax policy effectiveness with respect to transfer pricing, it requires to consider 

at least two types of holdings’ behavior and two types of tax strategies. Both types 

of holdings and tax strategies were broadly defined in dissertation.  Ultimately, the 

effectiveness of tax policy is drastically limited when country don’t have the sufficient 

knowledge about the types of taxpayer acting in its territory. Some information can 

be gathered through tax audit. It is concluded that countries should implement policy with 

flexible choice of different tools adjusted to the type of taxpayer and its strategy 

(i.e. aggressive or defensive). If probability to identify taxpayer that decrease the use of 

transfer prices to avoid taxation is low (p=1/3), country should implement restricted tax 

policy. If the same probability is high (p=2/3), country should implement liberal tax policy.  

5. Countries may perform tax policy against tax avoidance in liberal or restricted manner. 

On the opposite side, international holdings may hybridize its tax strategy in aggressive 

or defensive manner. Behavior analyses provide information that restricted policy should be 

the most efficient when holding decreasing use of transfer prices would implement defensive 

approach. In such circumstances, country should provide measures helping such holdings 

to continue defensive approach. In case of holdings aggressively hybridizing tax strategy, 
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countries implanting restrictive policy should grow number of effective tax audits and 

impose high penalties when making tax adjustments. If country implemented liberal policy, 

then holdings decreasing use of transfer prices should chose defensive approach. In this case, 

countries do not have to provide special measures for holdings to make them continue the 

defensive approach. On other hand, hybridizing holdings will continue to use aggressive 

strategies. These two strategies bring the highest payouts for taxpayers when country 

implemented liberal tax policy. These strategies are in Nash equilibrium but not in Pareto 

equilibrium. Only, common application of contracts between country and holding allow 

to achieve the optimal payouts for country as well as for holding.  

6. For transfer pricing purposes, it is possible to have such contact, such as advanced pricing 

agreement (APA). It was proved that level of country payout depends on the probability 

of submitting the application by holding that present aggressive tax approach or defensive 

tax approach. With this respect, countries may improve the criteria for accepting or rejecting 

APA application. In this way, countries may improve their payouts. These relations were 

broadly analyzed in dissertation. It was proved that country should implement moderate 

approach in encouraging holdings to apply for APA in two situations, when: 

- probability of issuing APA application by defensive holding is higher then by holdings 

implementing aggressive approach; 

- probability of issuing APA application by holding using aggressive strategy is higher 

then by using defensive strategies, but the former won’t be encouraged by country 

to submit such application.  

Only in these two situations of accepting APA application, country may have positive payout. 

Optimum will be set, when country discourage holdings with aggressive strategy to submit APA 

applications. Otherwise, holdings will use in APA negotiation their privileged position created by 

asymmetry of information. For holding, the most optimal situation arise when application 

is submitted both by holdings using aggressive and defensive strategy. Thus, holdings should insist 

on country to allow all taxpayers to submit application, and then to accept all applications.  

Concluding, the survey based on game theory is groundbreaking in the area of tax policy against 

tax avoidance in Poland. It wasn’t the aim of dissertation to present full scope of possible games 

that can be implemented within tax policy area. Chosen games provided valuable results and this 
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allows to continue the analyses of counteractions against tax avoidance with implementation 

of game theory. From the behavior point of view the discrepancies in tax policy against tax 

avoidance can be a result of holdings making their decisions independently and simultaneously. 

There is ongoing conflict between individual holdings and group of holdings, as well as between 

countries and holdings and their mutual incentives. If holdings work amicably in the group 

of holdings, collaborating with each other, they could achieve the best payouts for themselves. The 

contradiction of individual incentives is impossible to overcome because countries are focused on 

eliminating tax system discrepancies. The improvement can be achieved when contracts between 

countries and holdings would be possible on wilder scale. Such contracts should engage a multiple 

countries. The scope and measures to agree such contact should be analyzed further.  

Postulates de lege ferenda include following changes in tax law: 

I. In course of creating and choosing tax policy measures contemporary countries should take 

into consideration solutions that provide optimal capital taxation. Thus, tax regulation 

propositions should be analyzed in consideration to making impact to capital taxation. Such 

holistic analyzes should be obligatory element of regulations impact assessment. This should 

provide information whether the impact of proposed regulation would allow to prevent too 

high level of capital export. On the other hand, the impact should be weight to limit the costs 

of insufficient capital import.  

II. Creating tax policy against negative actions such as tax avoidance, won’t be sufficient 

if limited to tax regulations. Tax avoidance is a complex issue that require the broad view 

and wide solutions. New tax policy against tax avoidance should be preceded by behavior 

analyses in relations between countries and international holdings. The former perspective 

of individual country is not sufficient factor in making reasonable decisions. Transfer pricing 

is one of many tools used for tax avoidance where countries reacted too late. The actions 

were taken by countries when negative impact from tax avoidance was visible. By that 

moment, international holdings implement highly hybridized tax strategies, and withdrawal 

is practically impossible.  

III. Countries should departure from tax policy focusing on taxation of everything what 

is possible like taxation at source. This kind of tax policy inevitably provide to inconsistency 

search in tax policies of individual as well as different countries. Countries should look for 
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tools allowing them to contract the tax solutions with individual international holdings. Tax 

contacts with holdings should have multidimensional characteristic. They should engage 

couple of countries in collaboration with international institutions.  

IV. To decrease the information asymmetry between countries and international holdings, 

countries shouldn’t focus only on increasing the administration burden on international 

holdings to document the economic activity. Countries should aim at automation 

of exchange of information between countries that should allow the ongoing control of 

foreign income.  

V. Strengthening anti-avoidance tax policy has impact on increasing the hybridization of tax 

solutions taken by holdings. Thus, it can not be the only dimension of country action to raise 

the effectiveness of anti-avoidance policy. If it is not possible to introduce optimal holding 

taxation, the next approach should be to introduce the possibility to agree contract between 

country and holding. Such contracts should be transparent and based on objective calculation 

of tax burdens with respect to capital taxation.  

VI. Improvement of many measures implemented to anti-avoidance tax policy have temporary 

effect. For example, international standard arm’s length implemented for transfer pricing 

purposes. One of the weaknesses of using updated standard is to give tax authority right 

to split income between countries based on economically refutable criteria such as financial 

capacity or decision control. This may reveal that arm’s length standard achieved the limits 

of usefulness in global economy. Countries should reconsider to introduce efficient and 

widely accepted international standard for splitting the income between countries. Till then, 

Poland should avoid individual interpretation of arm’s length principle. Only compliance 

with international interpretation allows to eliminate economic double taxation. 

VII. Improving the effectiveness of tax policy considering transfer pricing demands the inclusion 

of at least two types of international holdings behavior and two types of implemented tax 

strategies. Countries do not have the preliminary knowledge of taxpayer type thus to have 

the highest payouts they should flexibly use the tools both from restrict and liberal type 

of policy. It is due to monitor the types of holdings active on specific territory. 

VIII. There is no significantly effective measure in Polish regulations that would limit the usage 

of transfer prices for tax avoidance. It results in unlimited usage of hybridized tax strategies 

with transfer pricing elements to avoid taxation. To adjust arm’s length principle as special 
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measure for anti-avoidance purpose, it should be clearly stated in law. Foregoing wording of 

arm’s length standard in Polish regulations or OECD interpretation do not satisfy the usage 

of arm’s length principle as special anti-avoidance measure to limit tax avoidance 

in domestic tax law. Improving arm’s length standard to the special anti-avoidance 

regulation should not limit the right to recharacterise or non recognize transaction between 

related parties and in consequence pricing new transaction according to arm’s length 

standard.   

IX. The improvement of effectiveness of arm’s length standard is possible when broadening the  

interpretation that takes into consideration the purpose of the regulation. This would allow 

an effective implementation of useful rules delivered from theory of economy. In case of 

transfer pricing it is necessary to use the economic interpretation of tax law in particular 

doctrine substance over form. It should allow to attribute the proper level of income 

to economic activity that generated this income. It is not clear whether this doctrine can be 

used within arm’s length standard in Poland. The interpretation of arm’s length standard 

should be focused against shifting profit generators between associated companies, 

especially by usage of private contracts between them. The contracts do not reveal anymore 

the actual behavior of taxpayers and can’t be treated as sufficient prove for tax liabilities 

between associated companies. This justify the departure from transactional approach to 

income approach and focus on behavior analyses in globally integrated structures that won’t 

be feasible to analyze by individual country.  


